
Minute 25 apologies  - seeing as we’re looking at the forward plan tomorrow, could I defer this item 
until we have a revised plan? We’ll have to do it anyway for the invites etc. 
 
Minute 49  - quite a bit came out of Toby’s CSP presentation at the October meeting. I’ve got: 
 
The CSP address, as a priority the issues of suicide, mental health and self harm in the northern 
Devon area. 
 
Since that meeting I’ve been nominated as the Devon CSP rep on the County’s strategic suicide 
group. Only had one meeting so far but I can update on that.  
 
The NFU be invited to be a partner in the CSP 
 
I contacted the regional director for the SW NFU last year to see if it would be something they could 
put one of their members forward for. I didn’t hear anything back and to be honest, I forgot about it. 
We don’t have this years CSP meeting schedule planned but I’ll make a note to chase up for the next 
one.  
 
That the Environmental Health & Community Safety Manager present, at the next External 
Overview & Scrutiny meeting, a brief statement on the finances and attendance record of the CSP 
over the last 12 months. 
 
Attached. 
 
The possibility of establishing a Place of Safety in northern Devon be investigated. 
 
TDC are not the lead on establishing these facilities so it is difficult to progress this meaningfully 
unilaterally. However, members should be aware that the police have recently extended a Plymouth 
pilot programme into the North  - a joint initiative between SWASFT, Livewell Southwest and Devon 
& Cornwall Police. The organisations have joined forces on a Mental Health Joint Response Unit. 
Working together in a SWASFT response vehicle are a Paramedic, Police Officer and an Approved 
Mental Health Professional who can carry out certain duties under the Mental Health Act and 
support people if they are sectioned. Feedback from Plymouth was that it was a very successful 
scheme, reducing the impacts on the blue light services through response focussed professional 
intervention. Its only been operating up here for a few weeks so too soon for evaluation and 
reporting but a very positive step and should reduce the pressure on available PoS in a positive way.  
 
That research be conducted into the impact or benefits of reducing licensing hours. Councillor 
Newton clarified that the recommendation related to urban areas. 
 
The go to place for information on this is the Institute of Alcohol studies 
http://www.ias.org.uk/Home.aspx, there’s a lot of information on there about all aspects of alcohol 
policy 
 
Here’s their factsheet on licensing legislation and alcohol availability http://www.ias.org.uk/Alcohol-
knowledge-centre/Availability-and-licensing/Factsheets/Licensing-legislation-and-alcohol-
availability.aspx  
 
It gives a good overview of other licensing measures that are used to tackle issues such as banning 
certain drinks promotions and additional controls we have in relation to early morning alcohol 
restrictions. It mentions studies that (unsurprisingly) come to the conclusion that prevalence of 
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violence is proportional to the overall capacity of licenced premises and the numbers of people 
present.  
 
In relation to issues here, we get monthly ARID (assault related injuries database) data from DPHT 
which breaks down hospital admissions data by premises, streets, underage stats and whether there 
were any weapons involved. This goes to our licensing, ASB and local police team for review. For 
19/20 this showed 34 incidents total for Torridge (cf. 104 for ND, 387 for Plymouth), and only 4 
premises highlighted, in Bideford, Appledore, Northam and WWH! -  – 5 incidents in total between 
them over the year resulting in hospital admissions. 
 
We do work closely with the police licensing team who receive direct reports and intel on our 
licensed premises. We carry out joint visits with the police  and our own licensing enforcement staff, 
and as per our enforcement policy will seek to deal with matters informally wherever possible. 
However, for serious or repeat issues we can bring licence holders to committee, and statutory 
consultees as well as the public can call any licence to review against our licensing policy and the 
licensing objectives. 
 
The covid situation has hit our licensed trade particularly hard and some businesses will struggle to 
maintain viability in the face of adjusted operations and reduced footfall. It is important that our 
licensing policy and practices continues to try to balance the support of our economy with the 
promotion of responsible consumption and targeted action to address problem premises.  
 


